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About This Game

Are you a rookie? Or a professional? Whatever! With this poker game you can compete against a powerful A.I. based on neural
networks - or other poker players in the online community!

In No Limit, Pot Limit, Split Limit poker and various game modes such as single-player, tournament, network game and
internet game you can train and improve your poker skills - or just play for fun.

Even people who have never played a round of Texas Hold'em Poker are quickly and easily introduced into the rules and can
immediately start exciting poker tournaments!

Features:

Single-player: different degrees of difficulty

Tournament: up to 160 players

Heads-Up-Tournament: up to 128 players

Powerful A.I. based on neural networks

All limit types: No limit, pot limit and split limit
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Environment configurable: 10 different tables and environments available

Chips and card design configurable: Dollar or Euro chips or Euro coins

Realistic full 3D-animated graphics, voice output and sound effects

Multi-player modes: LAN mode and Internet mode

Online statistics and rankings

Tutorial and detailed game help

Beginner mode with tips
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Title: Trendpoker 3D: Texas Hold'em Poker
Genre: Casual, Free to Play, Indie, Massively Multiplayer, Simulation, Sports, Strategy
Developer:
BufoProject
Publisher:
BufoProject
Release Date: 12 Dec, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 / 8 / 10

Processor: 1 GHz

Memory: 256 MB RAM

Graphics: 64 MB / OpenGL 1.2

DirectX: Version 5.2

Storage: 300 MB available space

English,German
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trendpoker 3d texas hold'em poker download. trendpoker 3d texas hold'em poker vollversion. trendpoker 3d texas hold'em
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This game is really good.. online Multiplayer not available yet. Extremely amateurish. Starts with the "plot" of a thief whom you
caught red handed stealing from you; you have a gun, he's cornered in a dead end, but the script pauses so he can run away
unscathed because \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 logic. Then all people you could offer shelter to line up neatly and present
themselves, and they each have something like 3 lines. The obnoxious thief is among them. Oh yeah, each person sheltered
requires extra food and water, but guess who's expected to go risk life and limb fetching it while they chill in the hall?

If it hasn't become obvious by this point, the writing is \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing terrible. There isn't a natural sounding
conversation in the game, nothing makes sense. The characters have zero personality; to say they are unidimensional would be
giving too much credit to the barely existent characterization they get.

The gameplay isn't even worth talking about. This is an RPG Maker game that would sail or sink on the strength of its story,
which is terrible.. Nice game for some bucks, short but with a good variety..  KnightFall - this game is probably one of the
best indie game I've played in a long time. The game keeps the tension of navigating in the darkness and the unknown
to the most brutal sword fights. The soundtrack is epic and the graphics are on point. The controls are responsive and
snappy. If you like explorer games then this is for you.

 The mystical teleporter pad is cool!. Once again, Lisa Richards delighted us with another adorable comic based off
Meadow's daily experience.

The story's premise is simple, but it starts with something the average Meadow player is well familiar with: finding the
right animal for the right obelisk, so you can crack it open and collect the shards within. That's when the twist
happens: what in the world is this weird symbol on this broken obelisk and how can we open this one?

The designs are cute and adorable, the characters' personalities apparent in their expressions and in the way they act.
Honestly, is there a pheasant in Meadow who isn't just as intense as Symbols' is? And doesn't the white fox inspire a
sense of aloofness right off the bat?

The comic concludes with the big reveal of what the animal for Meadow's second anniversary is, as a pack of wolves
appears to open the mysterious obelisk. In-game, the wolf comes with a twist too: it's not your average wolf at the peak
of its years, feeding an apex predator's power fantasy. He's a goofy, old wolf, who's seen all there is to see in life and
happens to be surprisingly agile despite his age. By far, he's the most characterized animal we've seen in Meadow yet,
at the point he's got an unique personality of his own with no need of projecting yours.

I'd recommend this comic not only for what it actually unlocks in the base game, but also for how well-drawn and plain
adorable it actually is. It's a nice, wholesome read, and I'd love to own an hardcover copy of both Symbols and Blossom
someday. And all the future comics, of course!

You're on a roll, Lisa - and we're begging you not to stop :D. Dont get it. The developer is banning anyone who talks
crap about his game.
Its almost like North Korea. Stupid.Completely Stupid.. When right in the first zone after the tutorial, in the 2nd battle
my lvl3 beasts drop like flies to a lvl1 mob, because it pops attacks faster then I can possible react, I'm fairly sure the
design department failed really hard.
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I bought the DLC pack but I can'tplay with it, it takes me to the game page and makes me buy it when I have already bought
it.... as of this writing(2.1hrs game played)..

i am actually liking this game.. even if it's an RPG Maker game..which most games by the same engine has the most cliche
story..

the characters are great.. the HUMOR is great.. the art is great.. and the combat is actually great..

this game might have a Mixed Review.. but i think it's pretty biased..

PROS:
+Great Sense of Humor jokes
+Fourth Wall Breaks are hilarious.. especially the studio itself are in the game... and their previous characters are in the
company!
+great character design
+good story "SO FAR"(i haven't finished the game yet.. but the story right now is very "cliffhanging")
+simple and easy to learn combat
+wise strategy thinking

CONS:
-bugs may occur(i got a bug where i lost my save.. i don't know how but im glad i'm double saving)
-some crashes(i experienced crashes BEFORE battles.. and i know the devs warned us about the issue so yea..)
-no voiceovers(i DON'T know if it's ok to put voiceovers in a RPG Maker Game but if capable..i wished there's some
voiceovers since sometimes i get dizzy when reading them dialogs..)

that sums pretty much it!

i REALLY recommend this game and hopefully there are more to come(i haven't even finished this game yet!). Short DLC like
the other two (Harley and Red Hood). Played through it and didn't get my achievement, I hate it when I have to play a DLC
more then once and still have the possiblity of not getting the achievement.. Interesting, unique, mysterious plot inside a
relatively short puzzle game. Beautiul game, but if you don't like puzzle games. It's not worth it for you.. Neat little platformer
with tight controls and fast gameplay.
You're a ninja on a quest to avenge your woman by jumping around and throwing your shurikens at anything that moves.

Not much to say here.. it's a pretty polished game for the cost of $5, with some great challenging achievements, while nothing
really is too crazy to pull.
All you gotta do is keep moving forward, avoid hazards, and kill anything that blocks your way.

The gameplay is as smooth as it gets, no RNG (a bit at some bosses), just your own skill will determine how fast you beat it.
If you're looking for a fun, short and challenging platforming break, this is your game.
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